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Abstract

❖ Language-vision models offer new ways to retrieve

information from camera trap datasets, but they need 

to be adapted to the visual domain of camera trap 

imagery1.

❖ We fine-tune the visual encoder part of CLIP2

(WildCLIP) and assess its retrieval performance with

queries drawn from a base vocabulary.

❖ We show how to further add novel vocabulary by

applying a simple adapter method3 (WildCLIP-Adapter).

❖ We compare our methods with a ResNet50 Baseline, 

zero-shot CLIP, and CLIP-Adapter.

1. Training: WildCLIP

Summary

❖ Starting from CLIP, we show a pipeline of image retrieval for 

camera trap datasets using text.

❖ WildCLIP improves on CLIP and does better disentanglement of 

contextual and species information.

❖ Further work needed towards a truly open-vocabulary scenario 

that integrates ecological context.Context awareness

Quantitative analysis

Limitation: open vocabulary

3.8M image-caption pairs

Base vocabulary (48 words)

~140 image-caption pairs

Novel vocabulary (8 words)

45 unseen cameras5

mAP averaged over test queries 
(=captions matching annotations)
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On a set of 20 prompt variants, 

neither CLIP nor WildCLIP can 

retrieve both events of interest 

in the top-10 images (showing 

only top-3).


